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This book offers a perspective on Irish History from
the late sixteenth to the end of the seventeenth
century. Many of the chapters address, from
national, regional and individual perspectives, the
key events, institutions and processes that
transformed the history of early modern Ireland.
Others probe the nature of Anglo-Irish relations,
Ireland's ambiguous constitutional position during
these years and the problems inherent in running a
multiple monarchy. Where appropriate, the volume
adopts a wider comparative approach and casts
fresh light on a range of historiographical debates,
including the 'New British Histories', the nature of the
'General Crisis' and the question of Irish
exceptionalism. Collectively, these essays challenge
and complicate traditional paradigms of conquest
and colonization. By examining the inconclusive and
contradictory manner in which English and Scottish
colonists established themselves in the island, it
casts further light on all of its inhabitants during the
early modern period.
2001 essay collection on the Italian Church's attempt
to control and censor 'knowledge' during the counterReformation.
The first comprehensive study of republicanism as a
shared European heritage, first published in 2002.
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From the mid-sixteenth century onwards, the Italian
Protomedicato tribunals, Colleges of Physicians, or
Health Offices (jurisdiction varied from state to state)
required charlatans to submit their wares for
inspection and, upon approval, pay a licence fee in
order to set up a stage from which to perform and
sell them. The licensing of charlatans became an
administrative routine. As far as the medical
magistracies were concerned, charlatans had a
defineable identity, constituting a specific trade or
occupation. This book studies the way charlatans
were represented, by contemporaries and by
historians, how they saw themselves and, most
importantly, it reconstructs the place of charlatans in
early modern Italy. It explores the goods and
services charlatans provided, their dealings with the
public and their marketing strategies. It does so from
a range of perspectives: social, cultural, economic,
political, geographical, biographical and, of course,
medical. Charlatans are not just some curiosity on
the fringes of medicine: they offered health care to
an extraordinarily wide sector of the population.
Moreover, from their origins in Renaissance Italy, the
Italian ciarlatano was the prototype for itinerant
medical practitioners throughout Europe. This book
offers a different look at charlatans. It is the first to
take seriously the licences issued to charlatans in
the Italian states, compiling them into a 'charlatans
database' of over 1,300 charlatans active throughout
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Italy over the course of some three centuries. In
addition, it makes use of other types of archival
documents, such as trial records and wills, to give
the charlatans a human face, as well as a wide
range of artistic and printed sources, not forgetting
the output of the charlatans themselves, in the form
of handbills and pamphlets.
In the cultural and social formations of the past,
practices exist for the generation and integration of
moments having and giving sense with the objective
of strengthening the cultural and social cohesion.
Such practices and processes have a constructive
character, even if this is not always the intention of
the actors themselves. As the production of sense is
one of the central fields of action of cultural and
political practice, the articles examine with an
interdisciplinary perspective how, in different
contexts, the construction of sense was organized
and implemented as a cultural practice.
French response to the capture and enslavement of
French citizens and subjects by Muslim corsairs in
the Mediterranean.
Originally published in Italian as L'Uomo Barocco
(Editori Laterza), in 1991. Several chapters are
published from the authors' original Englishlanguage versions, revised; one has been translated
form the author's original French-language version,
revised. Contributors develop a portrait of
institutions, ideologies, intellectual themes, and
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social structures as they are reflected in
characteristic social roles of the Baroque period,
such as the statesman, the nun, the soldier, the
artist, the witch, the scientist, and the bourgeois.
Paper edition (85637-2), $18.95. Annotation
copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
This book demonstrates that a crucial component of
statebuilding in Venice was the management of
public speech. Using a variety of historical sources,
Horodowich shows that the Venetian state
constructed a normative language - a language
based on standards of politeness, civility, and piety to protect and reinforce its civic identity.
Elogio della dissimulazionela lotta politica nel
SeicentoThe Continuity of Feudal PowerThe
Caracciolo Di Brienza in Spanish NaplesCambridge
University Press
Spirituality, Gender, and the Self in Renaissance
Italy places St. Angela Merici and her Company of
St. Ursula in historical and religious context and
examines them from a variety of perspectives:
institutional, social, spiritual, and cultural.
In bilico fra strumento del potere ed esercizio di
libertà, la dissimulazione si pone come una delle arti,
e delle armi, più raffinate della politica. In uno dei
testi cardine della letteratura barocca, Accetto la
descrive come un velo, che copre temporaneamente
la verità per proteggerla, per impedire che si
manifesti in modo inopportuno. Un capolavoro della
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pamphlettistica, cui fanno da controcanto le Rime,
pubblicate per la prima volta in edizione moderna,
che mostra tale conoscenza delle passioni e degli
affetti umani da porsi come un gioiello di psicologia
morale. Il sapiente commento di Edoardo Ripari
guida il lettore attraverso tutto ciò che Accetto, in
perfetta sintonia con il suo scritto, aveva scelto di
tacere.
Examining new research, this excellent volume
presents a series of case-studies exemplifying the
new newspaper history. Using cross-cultural
comparisons, Joad Raymond establishes an agenda
for answering crucial questions central to the future
histories of the political and literary culture of earlymodern Britain: * What is the relationship between
the circulation of news in Britain and communication
networks elsewhere in Europe? * Was the British
development of the media unique? * What are the
specific rhetorical properties of news-communication
in seventeeth-century Britain? * What was the
relationship between commerce and politics? * How
do local exchanges of news relate to national
practices and institutions? Previously published as a
special issue of the journal Media History, this book
is compulsory reading for researchers and students
of European history and media studies alike.
This book places Germaine de Stael's influential
novel, Corrine, or Italy (1807) in relation to preceding
and subsequent stereotypes of Italy as seen in the
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works of Northern European and American travel
writers since the Renaissance.
Communication in the government -- Communication
in the political arena -- Communication in the city -Communicative transactions -- The system
challenged : the interdict of 1606-7 -- Propaganda? :
print in context
«Opposte alla mitezza, come la intendo io, sono
l’arroganza, la protervia, la prepotenza, che sono
virtù o vizi dell’uomo politico. La mitezza non è una
virtù politica, anzi è la più impolitica delle virtù.»In
sintonia con la tradizione filosofica del passato,
Norberto Bobbio allarga l’ambito dei suoi studi per
affrontare alcuni grandi temi morali del nostro tempo.
Dal problema classico dei rapporti fra etica e politica,
e quindi della ragion di stato, a quelli attualissimi del
razzismo e della tolleranza; dal confronto tra etica
laica ed etica religiosa all’atteggiamento dell’una e
dell’altra di fronte al problema del Male: in queste
pagine affiorano le linee essenziali di una visione
laica del mondo, conclusione di anni di riflessione
teorica e impegno civile.
Early modern Venice was an exceptional city.
Located at the intersection of trade routes and
cultural borders, it teemed with visitors, traders,
refugees and intellectuals. It is perhaps unsurprising,
then, that such a city should foster groups and
individuals of unorthodox beliefs, whose views and
life styles would bring them into conflict with the
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secular and religious authorities. Drawing on a vast
store of primary sources - particularly those of the
Inquisition - this book recreates the social fabric of
Venice between 1640 and 1740. It brings back to life
a wealth of minor figures who inhabited the city, and
fostered ideas of dissent, unbelief and atheism in the
teeth of the Counter-Reformation. The book vividly
paints a scene filled with craftsmen, friars and
priests, booksellers, apothecaries and barbers,
bustling about the city spaces of sociability, between
coffee-houses and workshops, apothecaries' and
barbers' shops, from the pulpit and drawing rooms,
or simply publicly speaking about their ideas. To give
depth to the cases identified, the author overlays a
number of contextual themes, such as the survival of
Protestant (or crypto-Protestant) doctrines, the
political situation at any given time, and the networks
of dissenting groups that flourished within the city,
such as the 'free metaphysicists' who gathered in the
premises of the hatter Bortolo Zorzi. In so doing this
rich and thought provoking book provides a
systematic overview of how Venetian ecclesiastical
institutions dealt with the sheer diffusion of
heterodox and atheistical ideas at different social
levels. It will be of interest not only to scholars of
Venice, but all those with an interest in the
intellectual, cultural and religious history of earlymodern Europe.
Publisher Description
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While Marxian theory has produced a sound and
rigorous critique of capitalism, has it faltered in its
own practice of social transformation? Has it faltered
because of the Marxian insistence on the hypersecularization of political cultures? The history of
religions – with the exception of some spiritual
traditions – has not been any less heartless and
soulless. This book sets up a much-needed dialogue
between a rethought Marxian praxis of the political
and a rethought experience of spirituality. Such
rethinking within Marxism and spirituality and a
resetting of their lost relationship is perhaps the only
hope for a non-violent future of both the Marxian
reconstruction of the self and the social as also faithbased life-practices. Building on past work in critical
theory, this book offers a new take on the
relationship between a rethought Marxism and a
rethought spirituality (rethought in the life, philosophy
and works of Christian thinkers, anti-Christian
thinkers, Marxian thinkers, those critical of Marxist
Statecraft, Dalit neo-Buddhist thinkers, thinkers
drawing from Judaism, as well as thinkers drawing
critically from Christianity). Contrary to popular belief,
this book does not see spirituality as a derivative of
only religion. This book also sees spirituality as, what
Marx designated, the "sigh of the oppressed" against
both social and religious orthodoxy. In that sense,
spirituality is not just a displaced form of religion; it is
a displaced form of the political too. This book
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therefore sets up the much needed dialogue
between the Marxian political and the spiritual
traditions. The chapters in this book were originally
published in Rethinking Marxism – A Journal of
Economics, Culture and Society.
The Dramaturgy of the Spectator explores how
Italian theatre consciously adjusted to the
emergence of a new kind of spectator who became
central to society, politics, and culture in the midseventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The author
argues that while a focus on spectatorship in
isolation has value, if we are to understand the
broader stakes of the relationship between the
power structures and the public sphere as it was
then emerging, we must trace step-by-step how
spectatorship as a practice was rooted in the social
and cultural politics of Italy at the time. By
delineating the evolution of the Italian theatre public,
as well as the dramatic innovations and
communicative techniques developed in an attempt
to manipulate the relationship between spectator and
performance, this book pioneers a shift in our
understanding of audience as both theoretical
concept and historical phenomenon.
The passions have long been condemned as a
creator of disturbance and purveyor of the temporary
loss of reason, but as Remo Bodei argues in
Geometry of the Passions, we must abandon the
perception that order and disorder are in a constant
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state of collision. By means of a theoretical and
historical analysis, Bodei interprets the relationship
between passion and reason as a conflict between
two complementary logics. Geometry of the
Passions investigates the paradoxical conflictcollaboration between passions and reason, and
between individual and political projects. Tracing the
roles passion and reason have played throughout
history, including in the political agendas of
Descartes, Hobbes, and the French Jacobins,
Geometry of the Passions reveals how passion and
reason may be used as a vehicle for affirmation
rather than self-enslavement.
"Larvatus prodeo," announced René Descartes at
the beginning of the seventeenth century: "I come
forward, masked." Deliberately disguising or
silencing their most intimate thoughts and emotions,
many early modern Europeans besides Descartesprinces, courtiers, aristocrats and commoners alikechose to practice the shadowy art of dissimulation.
For men and women who could not risk revealing
their inner lives to those around them, this art of
incommunicativity was crucial, both personally and
politically. Many writers and intellectuals sought to
explain, expose, justify, or condemn the emergence
of this new culture of secrecy, and from Naples to
the Netherlands controversy swirled for two
centuries around the powers and limits of
dissimulation, whether in affairs of state or affairs of
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the heart. This beautifully written work crisscrosses
Europe, with a special focus on Italy, to explore
attitudes toward the art of dissimulation in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Discussing
many canonical and lesser-known works, Jon R.
Snyder examines the treatment of dissimulation in
early modern treatises and writings on the court,
civility, moral philosophy, political theory, and in the
visual arts.
The 1624 Tumult of Mexico in Perspective proves
that, despite the various conflicts underlying the
disturbances in New Spain between circa 1620 and
1650, there was no intention to do away with the
authority of the king.
Richard H. Popkin has already been celebrated in
two Festschriften as one of the century's greatest
historians of philosophy.This latest book, whose
editors were among those who prepared the first two
volumes, centers on Popkin's crucial role in bringing
together scholars from around the world in a long
series of academic conferences and learned
meetings which helped transform the field from one
of solitary endeavour into a 'Republic of
Letters'.Publications by Richard H. Popkin: Isaac la
Peyrère (1596-1676): His Life, Work and Influence,
ISBN: 978 90 04 08157 4 Edited by Y. Kaplan, H.
Méchoulan and R.H. Popkin, Menasseh ben Israel
and his World, ISBN: 978 90 04 09114 6 Third Force
in Seventeenth-Century Thought, ISBN: 978 90 04
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09324 9 Martin I.J. Griffin Jr. Annotated by Richard
H. Popkin. Edited by Lila Freedman,
Latitudinarianism in the Seventeenth-Century
Church of England, ISBN: 978 90 04 09653 0 Edited
by Richard H. Popkin and Arjo Vanderjagt,
Scepticism and Irreligion in the Seventeenth and
Eighteenth Centuries, ISBN: 978 90 04 09596 0
Edited by Martin Mulsow and Richard H. Popkin,
Latitudinarianism in the Seventeenth-Century
Church of England, ISBN: 978 90 04 12883 5 Edited
by R.H. Popkin, Millenarianism and Messianism in
English Literature and Thought 1650-1800, ISBN:
978 90 04 08513 8 (Out of print)
In this book some of the world's leading economists
and experts on Serra explore the enduring appeal of
his 1613 Breve trattato.
This volume questions the present-day assumption
holding the Italian academies to be the model for the
European literary and learned society, by juxtaposing
them to other types of contemporary literary and learned
associations in several Western European countries.
The enduring "black legend" of the Italian CounterReformation, which has held sway in both scholarly and
popular culture, maintains that the Council of Trent
ushered in a cultural dark age in Italy, snuffing out the
spectacular creative production of the Renaissance. As a
result, the decades following Trent have been mostly
overlooked in Italian literary studies, in particular. The
thirteen essays of Innovation in the Italian CounterReformation present a radical reconsideration of literary
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production in post-Tridentine Italy. With particular
attention to the much-maligned tradition of spiritual
literature, the volume’s contributors weave literary
analysis together with religion, theater, art, music,
science, and gender to demonstrate that the literature of
this period not only merits study but is positively
innovative. Contributors include such renowned critics as
Virginia Cox and Amadeo Quondam, two of the leading
scholars on the Italian Counter-Reformation. Distributed
for UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE PRESS
Maria Antonietta Visceglia, Politica e regalità femminile
nell'Europa della prima età moderna.Qualche riflessione
comparativa sul ruolo delle regine consorti;Luis Ribot
García, Revueltas urbanas en Sicilia (siglos XVIXVII);Giovanni Muto, Fedeltà e patria nel lessico politico
napoletano della prima età moderna;Gérard Delille,
Parenté et politique: le reversement des XVIIe et XVIIIe
siècles;Giuseppe Talamo, Tra fedeltà al Governo e
ubbidienza al papa;Adrian Lyttelton, Le origini di una
monarchia nazionale: tradizione e innovazione nel culto
di Casa Savoia durante il Risorgimento;Giuseppe
Giarrizzo, Siciliani fuori di Sicilia;Michele Ciliberto, Croce:
e Gentile: elogio di un'amicizia;Franco Pitocco, La storia
tra scienza e letteratura (cioè: non scienza!). Appunti su
H. White e il Linguistic Turn per un corso mai tenuto su
"La crisi della storia"; Herman Van der Wee, Flessibilità e
crescita: la storia economica allo specchio del passato;
Albertina Vittoria, "Leggi nei margini bianchi di questa
pagina": Girolamo Sotgiu e gli "amici pedanti";Giorgio
Caredda, Il declino e l'impero;Eric Hobsbawm, Nations
and Nationalism in the New Century; Indice dei nomi.
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The Continuity of Feudal Power is the first modern study
of an aristocratic family in the kingdom of Naples, the
largest Italian state, during the period of Spanish rule,
1503-1707.
From Court to Forest is a critical and historical study of
the beginnings of the modern literary fairy tale.
Giambattista Basile's Lo cunto de Ii cunti written in
Neapolitan dialect and published in 1634-36, comprises
fifty fairy tales and was the first integral collection of
literary fairy tales to appear in Western Europe. It
contains some of the best known fairy-tales types, such
as Sleeping Beauty, Puss in Boots, Cinderella, and
others, many in their earliest versions. Although it
became a central reference point for subsequent fairy
tale writers, such as Perrault and the Grimms, as well as
a treasure chest for folklorists, Lo cunto de Ii cunti has
had relatively little attention devoted to it by literary
scholars. Lo cunto constituted a culmination of the
erudite interest in popular culture and folk traditions that
permeated the Renaissance. But even if Basile drew
from the oral tradition, he did not merely transcribe the
popular materials he heard and gathered around Naples
and in his travels. He transformed them into original tales
distinguished by vertiginous rhetorical play, abundant
representations of the rituals of everyday life and the
popular culture of the time, and a subtext of playful
critique of courtly culture and the canonical literary
tradition. This work fills a gap in fairy-tale and Italian
literary studies through its rediscovery of one of the most
important authors of the Italian Baroque and the genre of
the literary fairy tale.
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In recent years much scholarly attention has been
focused on the encounter of cultures during the early
modern period, and the global implications that such
encounters held. As a result of this work, scholars have
now begun to re-evaluate many aspects of early culture
contact, not least with respect to Christian missionary
activities. Prominent amongst the missionaries were
members of the Society of Jesus. Emerging as a
dynamic new religious order in the wake of the
Reformation, the Jesuits were deeply committed to
promoting religious and cultural reforms both within
Europe and in non-Christian lands. Yet whilst scholars
have revealed much about the Jesuits' innovative
educational endeavours, and their numerous missions to
the Americas, Asia and the Sub-Continent, less attention
has been paid to the nature of the Jesuits' global
civilizing mission as a key feature of their institutional
character. Nor has sufficient work been done to fully
explain the relationship between the Jesuits' efforts to
evangelize and civilize those areas within the Catholic
fold and those without. Taking as its focus the city of
Naples, this study illuminates how the Jesuits' work in a
Catholic European setting reflected their broader global
civilizing mission. Despite its Catholic heritage, Naples
was popularly perceived as a place of spiritual and social
disorder, thus providing an irresistible challenge to
religious reformers, such as the Jesuits, who sought to
'civilize' the city. Drawing in considerable numbers of the
order, Naples proved to be a training ground for the
Jesuits that shaped the order's missionary praxis and
influenced the thinking of many who would later travel
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further afield. By gaining a fuller understanding of this
process, it is possible to better understand what drove
the Jesuits to craft and perpetuate a cultural map that
continues to resonate down to our own times. This book
is published in conjunction with the Jesuit Historical
Institute series 'Bibliotheca Instituti Historici Societatis
Iesu'.
Considered the most original thinker in the Italian
philosophical tradition, Giambattista Vico has been the
object of much scholarly attention but little consensus. In
this new interpretation, David L. Marshall examines the
entirety of Vico's oeuvre and situates him in the political
context of early modern Naples. Marshall presents Vico's
work as an effort to resolve a contradiction. As a
professor of rhetoric at the University of Naples, Vico had
a deep investment in the explanatory power of classical
rhetorical thought, especially that of Aristotle, Cicero, and
Quintilian. Yet as a historian of the failure of Naples as a
self-determining political community, he had no illusions
about the possibility or worth of democratic and
republican systems of government in the post-classical
world. As Marshall demonstrates, by jettisoning the
assumption that rhetoric only illuminates direct, face-toface interactions between orator and auditor, Vico
reinvented rhetoric for a modern world in which the
Greek polis and the Roman res publica are no longer
paradigmatic for political thought.
"The entire town is disguised," declared a French tourist
of eighteenth-century Venice. And, indeed, maskers of
all ranks—nobles, clergy, imposters, seducers, con
men—could be found mixing at every level of Venetian
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society. Even a pious nun donned a mask and male
attire for her liaison with the libertine Casanova. In
Venice Incognito, James H. Johnson offers a spirited
analysis of masking in this carnival-loving city. He draws
on a wealth of material to explore the world view of
maskers, both during and outside of carnival, and
reconstructs their logic: covering the face in public was a
uniquely Venetian response to one of the most rigid
class hierarchies in European history. This vivid account
goes beyond common views that masking was about
forgetting the past and minding the muse of pleasure to
offer fresh insight into the historical construction of
identity.

Informed by currents in sociology, cultural
anthropology, and literary theory, Galileo, Courtier is
neither a biography nor a conventional history of
science. In the court of the Medicis and the Vatican,
Galileo fashioned both his career and his science to
the demands of patronage and its complex systems
of wealth, power, and prestige. Biagioli argues that
Galileo's courtly role was integral to his science—the
questions he chose to examine, his methods, even
his conclusions. Galileo, Courtier is a fascinating
cultural and social history of science highlighting the
workings of power, patronage, and credibility in the
development of science.
On June 7, 1640, the viceroy of Catalonia was
stabbed to death on a Barcelona beach. By
Christmas, several more royal officials of the
Spanish principality had been assassinated. In the
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wake of these and other violent acts committed by
the "people"—a term used for artisans—the Catalans
severed their allegiance to the Spanish monarchy
and elected Louis XIII of France their new king. The
first English-language book to explore the political
beliefs and behavior of early modern craftsmen, Luis
Corteguera's work offers a dramatically new account
of the origins of the Catalan revolt, the longest
rebellion in seventeenth-century Spain.Drawing on
his extensive research in Barcelona's archives,
Corteguera examines how the political actions,
ideas, and language of Barcelona's craftsmen
shaped the relations between the Spanish monarchy
and Catalonia in the decades leading to the
insurrection. Artisans made up over half of the
population of Barcelona, the political center and
largest city of Catalonia. The Mediterranean port had
a long history of active popular politics. Artisans sat
in the city council, formed the core of the
principality's largest militia, and participated in
protests and riots. Corteguera finds that the 1640
rebellion was not a social revolution of the poor but
rather a political action by craftsmen seeking to
defend what they perceived as the ancient liberties
of their homeland. Although their behavior was more
violent, the artisans were, the author asserts,
motivated by the same assumptions, language, and
symbols that inspired the elite of the principality.
“Compelle intrare”: since the time of St Augustine,
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St Luke’s words in the parable of the Banquet have
served as a justification for forced conversion to
Christianity. Challenging this tradition, in 1686 Pierre
Bayle denounced how a literal interpretation of the
parable had led to a long line of crimes, and argued
that “nothing is more abominable than obtaining
conversion by coercion”. In recent decades,
scholarly research on conversion in the Early
Modern Age has increasingly focused on intriguing
aspects such as the fluidity of converts’ identity and
their crossing of borders – both geographical and
confessional. This book takes a different perspective
and brings the focus back to the dark side of
conversion, to the varying degrees of violence that
accompanied Catholic missionary activities in the
non-European World in the 16th and 17th centuries.
The essays collected here examine three areas
where, sometimes visibly, sometimes much more
subtly, the violent aspects of conversion took shape:
doctrine, missionary practice, and the conversion
narratives. Investigating the connection between
violence and conversion is a way to reflect not only
on the early modern world, but also on that of the
present day, when conversion – including by
coercion – has yet again become a significant issue.
As Ignazio Visco, Governor of the Bank of Italy, says
in his Foreword, all economic policy makers today
need to re-examine our history to help them confront
the challenges of today. This edited volume focuses
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specifically on the theme of financial innovation and
how financial resiliency was achieved in Naples. To
highlight both the achievements of the public banks
of Naples and their lessons for financial resiliency,
the book focuses on financial crises and how they
were overcome in Naples in contrast to other
European financial systems. The first section
focuses on the development of the public banks
unique to Naples. The second section compares
those with other banking systems and how they
responded to the same shock in 1622, caused by the
full mobilization of European belligerents to finance
their efforts in the Thirty Years War. The next section
compares lessons learned in the rest of Europe over
the next century and a half. The final section comes
back to original start of the narrative arc to suggest
ways that today’s policymakers and thinkers could
use the historical experience of the public banks of
Naples to deal better with the ongoing problems
stemming from the financial crisis of 2007-08.
Naples is always a shock, flaunting beauty and
squalor like nowhere else. Naples is the only city in
Europe whose ancient past still lives in its
irrepressible people. Their ancestors came from all
over the early Mediterranean to the wide bay and its
islands, shadowed by a dormant volcano. Not all of
them found what they were looking for, but they
made a great and terribly human city. Peter Robb's
Street Fight in Naples ranges across nearly three
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thousand years of Neapolitan life and art, from the
first Greek landings in Italy to his own less
auspicious arrival thirty-something years ago. In
1503 Naples became the Mediterranean capital of
Spain's world empire and the base for the Christian
struggle with Islam. It was a European metropolis
matched only by Paris and Istanbul, an extraordinary
concentration of military power, lavish consumption,
poverty and desperation. As the occupying empire
went into crisis, exhausted by its wars against
Islamists in the Mediterranean and Protestants in the
North, the people of Naples paid a dreadful price.
Naples was where in 1606 the greatest painter of his
age fled from Rome after a fatal street fight.
Michelangelo Merisi from Caravaggio found in its
teeming streets an image of the age's crisis, and
released among the painters of Naples the energies
of a great age in European art-until everything
erupted in a revolt by the dispossessed, and the
people of an occupied city brought Europe into the
modern world.
This volume deals with natural disasters in late
medieval and early modern central and southern
Italy. Contributions look at a range of catastrophic
events such as eruptions of Mount Vesuvius, floods,
earthquakes, and outbreaks of plague and
epidemics. A major aim of this volume is to
investigate the relationship between catastrophic
events and different communication strategies that
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embraced politics, religion, propaganda, dissent,
scholarship as well as collective responses from the
lower segments of society. The contributors to this
volume share a multidisciplinary approach to the
study of natural disasters which draws on disciplines
such as cultural and social history, anthropology,
literary theory, and linguistics. Together with
analyzing the prolific production of propagandistic
material and literary sources issued in periods of
acute crisis, the documentation on disasters studied
in this volume also includes laws and emergency
regulations, petitions and pleas to the authorities,
scientific and medical treatises, manuscript and
printed newsletters as well as diplomatic dispatches
and correspondence.
This study of Italian women and Catholicism from the
fourth through the twentieth century reflects this
conflict and the tension between the masculine
character of divinity in the Catholic church and the
potential for equality in the gospels and early writings
("neither male nor female, but one in
Jesus")."--BOOK JACKET.
In his comprehensive overview of 17th century Italy,
Professor Sella challenges the old view that Italy
was in general decline, instead he shows it to have
been a time of sharp contrasts and shifts in fortune.
He starts with a balanced and critical analysis of
political developments (placing the Italian states in
their wider European context) before assessing the
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state of the economy. He then looks in depth at
society, religion, and culture and science and in
particular reassesses the influence of the Counter
Reformation on Italian life. His book ends with an
engrossing account of the life and work of Galileo as
well as an overview of the important and often
neglected contributions made by other scientists in
the later part of the century. This rich and balanced
volume is an ideal introduction to early modern Italy,
and provides a critical revaluation of a much
misunderstood period in the country's history.
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